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Abstract
Polar questions are common in dialogue and expect exactly one of two answers (yes/no). It is however not
uncommon for speakers to bypass these expected choices and answer, for example, “Islands are generally
by the sea” to the question: “An island? By the sea?”. While such answers are natural in spoken dialogues,
conversational systems still struggle to interpret them. Seminal work to interpret indirect answers were made in
recent years—but only for English and with strict question formulations. In this work, we present a new corpus for
French and Spanish—IndirectQA —where we mine subtitle data for indirect answers to study the labeling task with
six different labels, while broadening polar questions to include also implicit polar questions (statements that trigger
a yes/no-answer which are not necessarily formulated as a question). We opted for subtitles since they are a readily
available source of conversation in various languages, but also come with peculiarities and challenges which we
will discuss. Overall, we provide the first results on French and Spanish. They show that the task is challenging:
the baseline accuracy scores drop from 61.43 on English to 44.06 for French and Spanish.

Keywords: Indirect Answers, Natural Language Understanding, Corpora and Annotation

1. Introduction

Even when asked a simple polar question, hu-
mans often do not directly answer with a clear yes
or no. This is characteristic of human conversa-
tions, however, at the same time it is a major chal-
lenge for Natural Language Understanding (NLU).
Linguists have analyzed why humans do not

provide direct answers. Stenström (1984) found
that humans have a tendency to provide further
information, and that adding superfluous informa-
tion has important social reasons. Overall, indirect
answers make conversations more natural (Sten-
ström, 1984).
The following example extracted from our

corpus illustrates an indirect answer that does
imply a yes, but does not literally say yes.

Question: “An island? By the sea?”
Answer: “Islands are generally by the sea.”

Recently, work on understanding indirect an-
swers is increasing. Seminal work by Louis,
Roth, and Radlinski (2020) collected Circa, a large
corpus of question and answer pairs by crowd-
sourcing. Following up on their work, Damgaard,
Toborek, Eriksen, and Plank (2021) opted to
choose more natural data extracted from TV
scripts (Damgaard et al., 2021), in comparison
to the prompts and scenarios generated in Louis
et al. (2020). A recent approach focuses on the
importance of context and analyzed whether la-
bels change when more context is provided (Sana-

gavarapu et al., 2022).1
All three of the above contributions focus on En-

glish (Louis et al., 2020; Damgaard et al., 2021;
Sanagavarapu et al., 2022). We propose a new
dataset that includes French and Spanish for clas-
sification of indirect answers into six classes, fol-
lowing prior proposed label schemes. As our data
source we propose to mine the OpenSubtitles Cor-
pus (OPUS) (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016), as it
consists of aligned data in different languages. As
part of our work, we outline our considerations on
how to collect questions and answers from a natu-
ral dataset as OPUS, to incentivize future work on
extending IndirectQA’s language coverage.

Contributions In this paper we will present the
new, cross-lingual evaluation dataset over two
genres: IndirectQA2 – with parallel data in English,
French and Spanish, collected from the Open-
Subtitles Corpus (OPUS) (Lison and Tiedemann,
2016). It contains a total of 1,053 question-indirect
answer pairs (QIA pairs), which cover 615 English
and 438 parallel, annotated QIA pairs in French
and Spanish for six different labels. IndirectQA
spans two genres, namely comedy and crime,
drama, mystery. With this new corpus, we want

1Wewere unable to get their data which unfortunately
is not yet publicly available at: https://github.
com/krishna-chaitanya-sanagavarapu/
SwDA-IA

2Data is available at: https://github.com/
mainlp/indirectQA

https://github.com/krishna-chaitanya-sanagavarapu/SwDA-IA
https://github.com/krishna-chaitanya-sanagavarapu/SwDA-IA
https://github.com/krishna-chaitanya-sanagavarapu/SwDA-IA
https://github.com/mainlp/indirectQA
https://github.com/mainlp/indirectQA
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to fill the gap that for French and Spanish – even
though they are actual high-resource languages –
no such dataset is available. We provide results
for zero-shot transfer. Additionally, we investigate
intermediate task training to see if English, French
or Spanish NLI intermediate task data helps to im-
prove zero-shot results.

2. Related Work

Seminal work on modeling the meaning of indirect
answers to polar questions has been introduced
by Louis et al. (2020), discussed next.

Circa Louis et al. (2020) created Circa, a corpus
consisting of 32,268 pairs of polar questions and
indirect answers to these questions. Their dataset
was crowd-sourced both for collecting questions
and answers, where questions were collected for
ten prompts. To obtain indirect answers that seem
as natural as possible, crowd workers were in-
structed to imagine realistic conversation scenar-
ios (Louis et al., 2020).
What is special about their work is that they not

only include binary labels (yes and no), but they in-
troduced multiple labels, as they found that a vari-
ety of examples in their corpus does not fit into just
a binary annotation scheme (Louis et al., 2020).
This resulted in their “strict” and “relaxed” label
set, given in Table 1. The strict label set includes,
next to the yes/no labels, also labels with a certain
uncertainty, such as “probably yes” and “probably
no”. In the relaxed label set, those uncertain la-
bels are merged with the certain ones, resulting
in a reduced label set of six labels, consisting of
five class distinctions and one label of annotator
disagreement. We use an adapted version of the
latter to annotate our own corpus.

Strict Label Set Relaxed Label Set
Yes Yes
No No
Probably yes / sometimes yes -
Yes, subject to some conditions Yes, subject to some conditions
Probably no -
In the middle, neither yes nor no In the middle, neither yes nor no
Other Other
N/A N/A

Table 1: The strict and relaxed label set, as intro-
duced and used by Louis et al. (2020).

FRIENDS-QIA Follow-up work by Damgaard
et al. (2021) proposed FRIENDS-QIA, a corpus
mined from transcripts of the famous Friends TV
series. Damgaard et al. (2021) collected 5,390
pairs of polar questions and their respective in-
direct answer. They collected, preprocessed
and annotated their data manually and in house

(Damgaard et al., 2021). Their data annotation
scheme is quite similar to the one by Louis et al.
(2020), as they used the relaxed label set (Louis
et al., 2020).
Damgaard et al. (2021) noted that models

trained on the FRIENDS-QIA corpus differ from
models trained on the Circa corpus by Louis et al.
(2020), with higher performance on Circa. They
analyze three reasons that can explain the results:
first, they mention the difference in data collec-
tion, second the difference in allowing answers
that are made up of more than one sentence,
“[…] resulting in the CIRCA data being much more
concise in meaning and structure than FRIENDS-
QIA” (Damgaard et al., 2021, p. 9). Since the
Circa corpus is much larger than the FRIENDS-
QIA, Damgaard et al. (2021) argue that their CNNs
havemore data to learn well from (Damgaard et al.,
2021). All three reasons mentioned also apply to
our own contribution, so we will return to them in
Section 3.

SwDA-IA A third and most recent corpus on po-
lar questions with indirect answers is by Sana-
gavarapu et al. (2022). They introduced theSwDA-
IA dataset with 2,544 instances. The data comes
from the Switchboard corpus (Jurafsky, Shriberg,
and Biasca, 1997).
Their approach focuses also on gathering more

natural data, similar to Damgaard et al. (2021),
and additionally on the importance of context.
Hence they annotate their data in two ways: in
one annotators only annotated the question and
the immediate answer that follows (Sanagavarapu
et al., 2022). In the second, annotators were
shown more context around the question-answer-
pair (three speaker-answer-turns) (Sanagavarapu
et al., 2022). They gained different annotations for
the two annotation setups, showing that context is
important and influences annotator decisions. Un-
fortunately, the data is not publicly released yet.

3. IndirectQA

To study indirect answers in a cross-lingual con-
text, we introduce the IndirectQA corpus. This
dataset makes use of the benefits of the OPUS
OpenSubtitles collection – a large collection of par-
allel, aligned data in a variety of languages (Lison
and Tiedemann, 2016), which is to a significant
amount human translated. Subtitles in OPUS are
from different series and movies and a lot of gen-
res are available, representing a large number of
linguistic variation (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016).
The subtitles of the different, available lan-

guages are aligned to mostly English, but also to
other languages than English. However, one diffi-
culty should be mentioned beforehand. Lison and
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Tiedemann (2016) emphasize that alignment can
lead to multilingual corpora (Lison and Tiedemann,
2016, p. 928). Despite this, as a restriction, they
indicate that “[…] it is not always possible to find
links across more than two languages because
different subtitle alternatives may be chosen for
different language pairs” (Lison and Tiedemann,
2016, p. 928). Which is the case for the French
and Spanish subtitles, since both are aligned to
English, but there is no cross-lingual alignment be-
tween French-Spanish-English. Both the authors
and translators of the subtitles and the quality of
the translated data vary within the corpus.

3.1. Data Collection

For the data collection task, we collected subtitles
from two genres:

1. comedy

2. crime, drama, mystery3

We were interested in comparing genres to cover
two different text types and challenges during col-
lection and annotation, and at the same time to
have a more varied corpus. Future work could in-
clude additional genres.
We choose the two genres because they are

quite contrasting; in comedy, jokes and irony
sometimes lead to quite situational humor. It is
quite important to follow the context of dialogues
to understand what was supposed to be funny.
In total, we browsed subtitle files in English for

yes/no-questions and their respective indirect an-
swer (QIA pairs), among them half from the genre
crime, drama, mystery, and slightly more than half
from comedy. One of the challenges in the data
collection process is to find subtitles that are not
only aligned between English-French and English-
Spanish, but also between French-Spanish. Even-
tually, in our final corpus we included data for
which all subtitle files are inter-lingually aligned.

OnPolar Questions Although prior works on un-
derstanding indirect answers mentioned the ex-
traction of polar questions (Louis et al., 2020;
Damgaard et al., 2021), we do not want to limit our-
selves to the extraction of polar questions only (in
the strict sense as being formulated as a proper
question). Instead, we aim to collect all yes/no-
questions and statements we see in the corpus –
using a less strict definition, so that the dataset is
supposed to cover a variety of indirect answers.
We only extracted QIA pairs from human trans-

lated subtitles, where the original language of the
subtitle is English, so that French and Spanish

3The term crime, drama, mystery stands for one type
of subtitle genre in the OPUS corpus.

translations are compared to an English original
version.
As yes/no-questions, we extracted all type of

questions that could be answered with a yes or a
no. To illustrate this, here are examples of what is
included.
In the first example, we have a clear case of a

polar question along with an indirect answer.
Question: “Did Mrs Owen leave any instructions
for me? - I’m the secretary.” Answer: “Only to en-
sure that you were comfortable and had everything
you wished for, Miss Claythorne.”
The second example is more indistinct in a

sense that the question can be answered with a
yes or a no, however, the status of being a po-
lar question becomes more ambigious in this case,
especially if you look at the French translation –
it can be interpreted as a question, but also as a
demand. Question: “Perhaps you could call me
John?”
Answer: “Thank you, John.”

Question: “Vous pourriez peut-être m’appeler
John.”
Answer: “Merci, John.”
Along with the QIA pairs, some metadata is ex-

tracted, in particular: the year of the folder, the
ID of the series or movie (Movie-ID), the subtitle
ID (here called Doc-ID), and the genre. For ques-
tions and answers, the sentence IDs (Sentence-ID,
Answer-ID) are also extracted. The respective ID
belongs to the first line where the question or an-
swer starts.

Challenges and Peculiarities During the ex-
traction process of the QIA pairs one difficult chal-
lenge is encountered: speaker turns are not in-
dicated. This makes it difficult to define where a
question ends and an answer begins. To ensure
that all QIA pairs are extracted correctly, each QIA
pair is matched with the corresponding image ma-
terial in the video during the collection process. Al-
though this task is time-consuming, it seems nec-
essary to ensure high quality of the QIA pairs.
For English, we collected a total of 615 QIA

pairs, 292 of them from the genre crime, drama,
mystery, 323 from the genre comedy.
For French and Spanish, the exact same QIA

pairs are extracted. As a note to add here: when
a yes/no-question is translated, the translation in
French or Spanish is not necessarily a question.
In the collection process we encountered some
imperatives, as well as a yes and/or a no in the
supposed indirect answer, when during the trans-
lation process the indirect answer has turned into a
direct answer. Nonetheless, the exact same QIA
pairs in French and Spanish are extracted as in
English, even though translations shifted the char-
acteristics of such.
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The French and Spanish QIA pairs are only
used for evaluation, therefore we provide fewer
QIA pairs than in English, due to limited personal
resources. For French and Spanish, 444QIA pairs
each are collected, 205 for the genre crime, drama,
mystery, and 239 for the comedy (see Table 2).
The translated and aligned data in French and

Spanish not only shows irregularities when it
comes to indirect answers that are translated as
direct answers, or yes/no-questions that appear
as an imperative sentence in French. There are
also further anomalies. Some sentences that ap-
pear in English do not appear at all in the aligned
files in French or Spanish. Those irregularities are
excluded from the French and Spanish QIA pairs.
That means, when in English there is a complete
QIA pair, but in French or Spanish the question
or answer is missing, the QIA pair is deleted from
the French and Spanish dataset – not from the
raw data, however. The result is that for French
and Spanish, even though in each language there
are different QIA pairs, the same amount of incom-
plete QIA pairs was detected and will not be in-
cluded in the final evaluation data. For French and
Spanish, this yields a total of 438 QIA pairs, 203
for the genre crime, drama, mystery, and 235 for
the genre comedy (see Table 2).

3.2. Data Annotation

We use a slightly altered version of the relaxed
label set (see again Table 1) used by prior
work (Louis et al., 2020; Damgaard et al., 2021).
We changed the “N/A” label used by Louis et al.
(2020), since it marks annotator disagreement. In
this work, the data is mostly annotated by one
person, which makes this label redundant. How-
ever, we add a label to indicate indirect answers
with “lacking context”. It is given when the indi-
rect answer to a yes/no-question can not be clas-
sified properly, because the conversation situation
is confusing or unclear. This was not necessary in
Louis et al. (2020)’s work, since in their case they
did not extract their question-answer pairs from
real, existing conversations but collected solicited
data solely for their purpose. As mentioned above,
one of the challenges during data collection are the
missing turns in the subtitle data. With the “lacking
context” label we acknowledge that even though
the extracted QIA pairs are accurate regarding the
speaker turn, they do not necessarily make sense
to a person that only reads question and answer
without having the corresponding video material
at hand. Therefore, the final set of labels used in
this work is defined as follows, where 1-5 are from
Damgaard et al. (2021):

1. Yes – every answer that can be interpreted as
a yes, even if it is not a clear yes, but more a

maybe yes or a yes in a weakened form. Ex.:
Q: Are you Mr Narracott? A: Ain’t no-one else
holding the sign.

2. No – clearly a no or all gradients of no. Ex.:
Q: Have they not telephoned? A: There’s no
telephone on the island, Madam.

3. Yes, subject to some conditions – in this case,
the answer means yes, but with the restriction
that it holds only under certain circumstances.
Ex.: Q: Are you a betting man, Lombard? A:
It depends.

4. Neither yes nor no – a label for “in the middle”
answers (Louis et al., 2020), when the indirect
answer cannot be classified in the binary yes
or no scheme. Ex.: Q: You ranme off the road
and then you have the temerity to tell me it’s
my fault? A: Careful, old boy. Getting a little
red in the face there.

5. Other– this label marks the situation, when
the indirect answer does not match the ques-
tion. Ex.: Q: 21 men? A: I always thought
someone would blab.

6. Lacking context – asmentioned above, this la-
bel is used when the answer cannot be clearly
categorized as yes or no simply because the
context is missing or unknown to the anno-
tator. Ex.: Q: May I show you to the draw-
ing room, sir? Perhaps an aperitif, whilst you
await the other guests? A: Ah... Mr Davis.
You look like a man who could use a drink.

Since the languages in IndirectQA are aligned, the
annotation process is only done on the English
data and the labels are then transferred to the
French and the Spanish QIA pairs. The complete
IndirectQA with 615 QIA pairs in English has been
annotated by one annotator (annotator 1). These
annotations are treated as gold standard within the
scope of this work.

Quality estimation procedure To estimate an-
notation quality, given approximately 200 QIA
pairs in English (from both genres), we asked a
second annotator to independently label the data.
As for the annotators, there is an important differ-
ence that must be taken into account when com-
paring the labeled data: annotator 1 has seen the
video material that corresponds to the respective
subtitle files and QIA pairs, annotator 2 has not.
This knowledge advantage means that annotator
1 might better classify indirect responses, since
visual cues (gestures and facial expressions) pro-
vided important clues.
The annotation was performed in two rounds. In

both rounds, annotators were instructed to both
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Language Extracted # Final # QIA pairs Label 1 Label 2 Label 3 Label 4 Label 5 Label 6
English 615 all (615) 35.61 13.01 1.95 12.36 24.39 12.52

292 Crime (292) 35.62 13.36 1.37 15.75 21.92 11.99
323 Comedy (323) 35.60 12.69 2.48 9.29 26.93 13.00

French 239/205 all (438) 34.93 14.16 1.60 11.42 24.20 13.47
Spanish 239/205 all (438) 35.16 14.16 1.60 11.19 24.20 13.70

Table 2: Final label distribution of the IndirectQA dataset (in percentages). Total amount (#) of QIA pairs
extracted for the genres comedy and crime, drama, mystery (abbrev. crime), indicated as x/x, respectively.
All refers to the total of QIA pairs extracted (both genres combined). Due to data cleaning, the numbers
in the Final QIA pairs row vary; those are the QIA pairs used for evaluation. Label numbers correspond
to the descriptions provided in Section 3.2.

identify question-indirect answer pairs and label
them with one of the six labels. After the first round
it emerged that annotators had a different interpre-
tation of what triggers an indirect answer. Round
1 resulted in only 172 annotated QIA pairs out of
207 QIA pairs provided for annotation by one an-
notator, while the other annotator identified 207.
This was because some QIA pairs did not contain
polar questions in a strict sense. After a discus-
sion round, we decided to extend the concept to
include implicit polar questions, as understanding
these felt important and more natural for conversa-
tions. Therefore, in a second round, after refining
the concept, the data was re-labeled and only two
QIA pairs out of 207 remain unlabeled. Therefore,
on 205 out of 207 pairs both annotators agree that
they constitute valid QIA pairs.
Figure 1 shows the distribution over the labels

provided by both annotators. The distribution is
skewed, as shown in prior work as well. We note
consistent trends in the label distribution. In both
cases “yes” (label 1) is the most frequent label,
followed by “other” (label 5). The distribution of
the most frequent “yes” label is even stable across
genres (see Table 2 for details). As for the genre
crime, drama, mystery, the distribution of “yes” is
at 35.62%, for comedy at 35.60%. For French
and Spanish those percentages in the label dis-
tribution vary slightly, since the dataset in total is
smaller than the English one and a data cleaning
process was carried out. Themost infrequent label
is 3 (Yes, subject to some conditions), constituting
around or less than 2% of the data.

Inter-annotator agreement is good yet varies
per genre For the total of 205 doubly-annotated
English QIA pairs, the observed agreement is
64.39. Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1960) is 0.54,
which constitutes a fair to good level of agree-
ment (Green, 1997). What is surprising is that
agreement varies enormously between the gen-
res, and crime turns out more difficult. For the
crime, drama, mystery genre, the observed agree-
ment is at 52.68, the Cohen Kappa at 0.38. A
score that even after Green (1997)’s definition is

Figure 1: Label Distribution for 205 doubly-
annotated QIA pairs in English.

quite low. It is different for comedy though; ob-
served agreement is at 78.49, and Cohen Kappa
at 0.72. It reaches almost the 0.75 score line for
high agreement (Green, 1997). This might be due
to the somewhat difficult situational dialogues in
the comedy genre, as mentioned in Section 3.2.
Label 6 and label 5 are more frequent in the com-
edy genre. Both annotators highly agree on label
5, “other”, in comedy. In this case, both of them
interpret that there is no clear answer.

Data split The French and Spanish QIA pairs in
IndirectQA are only used for evaluation. The En-
glish QIA pairs are also used for training. There-
fore, the English IndirectQA data is split up into a
train, development and test set, in 80:10:10 pro-
portions. As for the English IndirectQA part, this
results in a distribution of 492 of the 615 QIA pairs
for the training set, 61 QIA pairs for the develop-
ment set, and 62 QIA pairs for the test set.

4. Models

To evaluate the IndirectQA dataset, we implement
baseline and cross-lingual transfer learning setups
where we apply intermediate task training (Phang
et al., 2020), inspired by experiments in Louis et al.
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(2020). For classification, we use the MaChAmp
toolkit4 by van der Goot et al. (2021). We rely
on the default hyperparameters, since they were
found to be robust in multiple tasks (van der Goot
et al., 2021). In this case, the multilingual BERT
(mBERT) transformer model is used and every
dataset for training, intermediate task training, and
fine-tuning trains for 20 epochs each. As for the
baseline models, we train (respectively fine-tune)
mBERT on the English training and development
set of the IndirectQA corpus.

Figure 2: Overview of the sequential intermediate
task training setup for the understanding indirect
answers classification task. Figure adapted from
Phang et al. (2020).

As for the intermediate task training models,
each model first trains sequentially on an inter-
mediate task, that is, any task that is not the un-
derstanding indirect answers task, then fine-tunes
on the target task in English, which is the under-
standing indirect answers task. See Figure 2 for a
schematic overview. We use MNLI data as inter-
mediate task data, as that performed best in pre-
liminary experiments, further detailed below.

4.1. Baseline

For the baseline model, we combine the
FRIENDS-QIA corpus by Damgaard et al.
(2021) with the English data of the IndirectQA to
give the model more data to learn from. With the
adaption that the “N/A” label used by Damgaard
et al. (2021) is excluded from the FRIENDS-QIA.
However, the “lacking context” label of IndirectQA
remains in the corpus, so that during the training
process this label will still be learned. The training
set is made up of 5,486 labeled QIA pairs, the dev
and test set have 687 QIA pairs each.

4.2. Intermediate Task Training Models

For the intermediate task training models, we train
sequentially on intermediate task data and target
task data, for 20 epochs each. The target task

4https://github.com/machamp-nlp/
machamp, version 0.4.

fine-tuning data is the concatenated FRIENDS-
QIA and IndirectQA (FX) dataset, respectively the
train and the development data. As intermediate
task data we opt for the MNLI dataset for infer-
ences (Williams et al., 2018), since it already per-
formed decently in transfer learning approaches
for question-answering models (Clark et al., 2019).
The MNLI dataset consists of 433,000 pairs of

hypothesis, premise, and label for textual entail-
ment. The dataset needs to be downsampled
to meet limited hardware capacities for training.
We downsampled it to the smallest intermediate
task dataset used in preliminary results, which was
9k samples (size from BoolQ). The final MNLI-FX
model pipeline then is as follows: it trains on the
downsampled MNLI training (9,427 samples) and
development sets (3,270 samples) and fine-tunes
on FRIENDS-QIA + IndirectQA.
The XNLI dataset (Conneau et al., 2018) is

based upon the MNLI dataset and contains human
translated development and test data for several
languages, including French and Spanish. We
want to explore the results on XNLI and compare
them to the English-only MNLI-FX model. We
therefore train two models using the XNLI dataset:
the French XNLI-FR-FX and the Spanish XNLI-
ES-FX model. Both models use the downsam-
pled English MNLI dataset for training, but the re-
spective XNLI dataset for each language for de-
velopment. For each language represented in the
XNLI dataset, there are 2,490 premise-hypothesis
pairs. The models then sequentially fine-tune on
the FRIENDS-QIA + IndirectQA dataset.

5. Results and Discussion

In this section we discuss the results. We then
analyze the results per genre and the F1-scores
per label. All metrics refer, unless otherwise men-
tioned, to the evaluation dataset that contains QIA
pairs for both genres.

5.1. Baseline

Overall performance In Table 3, first we ob-
serve that on French and Spanish, the zero-shot
baseline model – trained on English data – per-
forms low with 44.06 accuracy on both French
and Spanish, and a macro F1-score of 33.64 for
French, and 33.95 for Spanish. This is consider-
ably lower than in-language English results (pro-
vided for comparison).

Results per Genre: Comedy is hard If we look
at each genre, the results differ quite substantially
from the overall performance scores (see Table 4).
Interestingly the crime, drama, mystery genre is
easier for the model and comedy turns out to be

https://github.com/machamp-nlp/machamp
https://github.com/machamp-nlp/machamp
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Model Model Name Training Data Test Acc. F1
English FRIENDS-QIA + IndirectQA (en) en 61.43 37.68

Baseline FRIENDS-QIA +
IndirectQA FRIENDS-QIA + IndirectQA (en) fr 44.06 33.64

es 44.06 33.95
Model Model Name Intermediate Task Target Task Test Acc. F1
Intermediate MNLI-FX MNLI (en) FRIENDS-QIA + IndirectQA (en) fr 50.00 40.06

MNLI (en) FRIENDS-QIA + IndirectQA (en) es 42.92 36.44
XNLI-FR-FX MNLI (en) + XNLI (fr) FRIENDS-QIA + IndirectQA (en) fr 44.06 35.97

MNLI (en) + XNLI (fr) FRIENDS-QIA + IndirectQA (en) es 42.01 34.55
XNLI-ES-FX MNLI (en) + XNLI (es) FRIENDS-QIA + IndirectQA (en) fr 45.21 38.43

MNLI (en) + XNLI (es) FRIENDS-QIA + IndirectQA (en) es 42.92 36.92

Table 3: Performance scores (Acc.=Accuracy, F1=Macro F1) of the baseline and intermediate task train-
ing models evaluated on French and Spanish data (EN given as reference). Green cells indicate im-
provement over the respective baseline, red drop below the baseline scores, no color is identical to the
baseline score.

themore difficult genre. Models strugglemore with
humor in French, in contrast to the observed an-
notation difficulty, where humans struggled more
with crime.

Lang Genre Acc. F1 Genre Acc. F1
fr Comedy 38.72 28.95 Crime 50.25 38.98
es Comedy 36.17 27.71 Crime 53.20 41.13

Table 4: Results per genre, comedy vs crime
(crime, drama, mystery).

F1-Scores per Label Unsurprisingly due to the
skewed label distribution, performance varies con-
siderably per class (Table 5). While “yes” reaches
highest performance, some F1-scores remain
even 00.00 – for example, for the infrequent “yes”
(condition) for both French and Spanish. We next
examine whether intermediate task training helps.

Lang F1/ Label F1/ Label F1/ Label F1/ Label F1/ Label F1/ Label
1/ Yes 2/ No 3/ Yes (cond.) 4/ Neither 5/ Other 6/ Context

en 75.15 62.20 20.00 43.70 25.00 00.00
fr 61.00 44.59 00.00 28.25 32.39 35.61
es 65.54 42.60 00.00 21.62 35.46 38.46

Table 5: Baseline F1-scores per label. English re-
sults provided for comparison.

5.2. Intermediate Task Training

As shown in Table 3, for French the intermedi-
ate task training with MNLI or XNLI surpasses the
baseline . The MNLI-FX model performs not only
best for French, but performs best overall (see Fig-
ure 3 in Section 8 for a detailed confusion matrix).
What is striking is the fact that the XNLI-FR-FX

model, the one that trained on the English MNLI
train set and the development set of the French
XNLI, performed worse than the MNLI-FX model
for the French test set. Even the Spanish XNLI-ES-
FX performed better for the French data prediction

with an accuracy of 45.21, which makes it the only
model – along with the MNLI-FX model – that sur-
passes the baseline accuracy scores. This shows
that cross-dataset effects do impact intermediate
task training substantially, already visible when ex-
amined in terms of accuracy.
When evaluated on Spanish, the results drop be-

low the baseline accuracy score of 44.06, thus in-
termediate task training hurts in turns of accuracy.
Instead, all F1-scores of the MNLI-trained inter-

mediate task training models surpass the baseline
scores – for both the French and Spanish test data.
The overall best macro F1-score for the French
test data is reached again with theMNLI-FXmodel.
For Spanish, the XNLI-ES-FX model reaches the
highest macro F1-score of 36.92 (see Figure 4 in
Section 8 for a confusion matrix). As differences
between accuracy and macro F1 clearly pertain,
we analyse per-class F1 scores next.

F1-scores per Label We have seen that regard-
ing overall performances, the accuracy and F1-
score do not particularly differ and the FRIENDS-
QIA + IndirectQA baseline scores are hard to beat.
This discrepancy tells us to look at single labels, as
for the overall performance, the intermediate task
training step does not consistently help.
In Table 6, the F1-scores per label are given for

intermediate task training. In terms of “yes”, it is
overall the class with the best performance. The
lowest score of 54.72 for this label is obtained with
the Spanish QIA pairs and the XNLI-FR-FX model.
Label 5, “other”, is the second most frequent la-
bel in the IndirectQA dataset, and it seems diffi-
cult to predict, not even the baseline reaches a
good score for this label. The best F1-score for
the “other” class evaluated is for French at 38.71
and the one for Spanish is the highest at 38.67.
The “no” class, which is a less frequent label than
“other”, still reaches better F1-scores of 47.46 for
Spanish, and 44.93 for French.
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Model Model Name Test Data F1/ Label F1/ Label F1/ Label F1/ Label F1/ Label F1/ Label
Baseline 1/ Yes 2/ No 3/ Yes (condition) 4/ Neither 5/ Other 6/ Context
FRIENDS-QIA +
IndirectQA

FRIENDS-QIA +
IndirectQA en 75.15 62.20 20.00 43.70 25.00 00.00

fr 61.00 44.59 00.00 28.25 32.39 35.61
es 65.54 42.60 00.00 21.62 35.46 38.46

Intermediate
Task Training
MNLI/ XNLI MNLI-FX en 72.29 52.77 32.00 47.28 19.57 00.00

fr 66.47 44.93 14.29 36.99 38.71 38.96
es 59.04 45.86 33.33 22.82 34.39 23.19

XNLI-FR-FX en 70.55 55.72 26.09 48.44 30.11 00.00
fr 58.69 41.72 22.22 24.79 35.06 33.33
es 54.72 47.46 20.00 23.02 36.13 25.97

XNLI-ES-FX en 74.46 57.98 30.77 47.67 19.75 00.00
fr 60.98 44.93 22.22 28.57 34.90 38.96
es 57.04 44.83 16.67 25.84 38.67 38.46

Table 6: F1-scores per label for the intermediate task training models. Green cells indicate higher per-
formance than the baseline.

When we look at the less frequent labels accord-
ing to the label distribution (see again Table 2), the
results bear promise regarding intermediate task
training. As for “3/yes, subject to some conditions”,
we see consistent improvements over the baseline.
All MNLI-based models, evaluated on all three lan-
guages, outperform the baseline for this label. In-
stead, the performance drops on ”1/Yes”.
TheMNLI-based intermediate task training mod-

els also reach similar results for “4/neither yes nor
no”. All scores are higher than the FRIENDS-QIA
+ IndirectQA baseline scores, except for the XNLI-
FR-FX model evaluated on French, astonishingly.
For label 5, “other”, which is more frequent than
label 3 or 4, the MNLI-based models still stand out
and especially the XNLI-FR-FX model achieves
the best score for both languages.
Overall, the results point out that intermedi-

ate task training can be useful for less frequent
classes, and depending what class might be pri-
oritized, warrants a closer look despite overall first
less promising results.

5.3. Discussion

As an overall result, the task of understanding indi-
rect answers to polar questions remains quite chal-
lenging. Once the answer is not a clear yes or
no, results are low. Nevertheless, we have seen
that for these less frequent labels the intermedi-
ate task training improved the results sometimes
clearly and the inference datasets MNLI and XNLI
helped within the scope of cross-lingual transfer.
One explanation for low overall performance re-

sults might be the lack of context, especially for
subtitles. It was observed that using subtitles with-
out cues of who is speaking is difficult to under-
stand and annotate even for humans. Further-
more, the skewed label distribution makes the task
difficult.

6. Conclusion

To address the gap in resources, we introduced
IndirectQA, a first dataset to help NLU models un-
derstand indirect answers beyond English, namely
for French and Spanish. It consists of a total of
1,053 pairs of (implicit) polar questions and indi-
rect answers, extracted from the OpenSubtitles
corpus (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016) and manu-
ally annotated for six labels.
In contrast to prior work, we suggest to use for-

tuitous subtitle data for data collection. While us-
ing such data, we encountered several challenges,
which we document in this paper, from lacking
speaker information to finding triggers of indirect
answers – since dialogues in subtitles are opti-
mized to fit to images. Moreover ambiguity due
to lack of context is noted, hence we introduced
a new label “lacking context”. Nevertheless, sub-
titles constitute interesting natural conversational
data, and together with our broader definition of po-
lar questions, we outline a method that we would
like to encourage for uptake to extend IndirectQA’s
language coverage.
Our empirical evaluation shows large differ-

ences across labels and, most interestingly, gen-
res, both for human annotation and model predic-
tion. This shows that understanding indirect an-
swers leaves open great potential for model adap-
tations and further research.
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8. Appendix: Confusion Matrices

Figure 3: Confusion matrix for the MNLI-FXmodel,
tested on French (Accuracy of 50.00, F1-score of
40.06).

Figure 4: Confusion matrix for the XNLI-ES-FX
model, tested on Spanish (Accuracy of 42.92, F1-
score of 36.92).
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